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Kinglong Coach Corporation（KLC) is the leading firm of the ceremony coach 
industry in China. This thesis generalizes its business model by the means of EREV 
model, and further explores the model's features, predetermined factors, practice 
significance and management value.  
EREV model is a general model used for analyzing business model. The model 
shows that a business model is a core logic model based on which a firm creates value, 
and that it can be recognized through finding systematically out a firm's mechanism of 
exploring resources, that of exploiting resources and that of producing value. 
The research finds that KLC's business model is as follows: the firm acquires key 
resources through both the strategy of integrating global resources and that of 
developing second technologies locally, utilizes those key resources by the means of 
Elaborate Manufacture, and then yields high-value products.  
This business model implies that the strategy of developing second technologies 
locally is necessary for Chinese firms to grasp independent core technologies, that of 
manufacturing elaborately may break a new path, and high-value products may be 
marketed well. This means that the model sets an example，directional and imitable，
for Chinese manufactures to innovate their business models, and which with no doubt 
gives important guide for the reshaping and upgrading of Chinese manufacturers.     
The research also points out that there are lots of predetermined factors, such as 
good market situations, the ambitions and endowments of the leaders, and the 
outstanding pursuing of the value output, etc., which decide the business model. 
Therefore, one should endeavor to acquire all those similar factors before a firm is 
going to mimic this business model.   
The research finds that what the leaders own and want are crucial to the 
establishment and maintenance of the model. therefore, whether the leaders who are 
running the model can be independently responsible for KLC for a long time or not 
matters greatly to its future fate. The rule may applicable to any business model 
management also.   
Besides, this research also finds that this business model may represent a new 













 and this type of innovation seems to be effective to interpret and predict the evolution 
process of many industries in China. Therefore, this discovery may make a new 
academic contribution to management science. 
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